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Genetic programming (GP) can be used to classify a given gene sequence as either constitutively or alternatively spliced. We describe the
principles of GP and apply it to a well-defined data set of alternatively spliced genes. A feature matrix of sequence properties, such as nucleotide
composition or exon length, was passed to the GP system “Discipulus.” To test its performance we concentrated on cassette exons (SCE) and
retained introns (SIR). We analyzed 27,519 constitutively spliced and 9641 cassette exons including their neighboring introns; in addition we
analyzed 33,316 constitutively spliced introns compared to 2712 retained introns. We find that the classifier yields highly accurate predictions on
the SIR data with a sensitivity of 92.1% and a specificity of 79.2%. Prediction accuracies on the SCE data are lower, 47.3% (sensitivity) and
70.9% (specificity), indicating that alternative splicing of introns can be better captured by sequence properties than that of exons.
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transcriptome and proteome diversity. In human, aberrant
splicing is an important cause of genetic diseases and cancer
[1–5]. Until a few years ago it was believed that almost 95% of
all genes undergo constitutive splicing, in which introns and
exons are uniquely defined objects (Fig. 1a). It is now widely
accepted that alternative splicing is the rule rather than the
exception and that perhaps more than 75% of all human genes
are alternatively spliced [6–10]. The various forms of
alternative splicing are illustrated in Figs. 1b–1f, of which the
cassette exon splicing is the most frequent type of alternative
splicing [11].
Whether an exon or an intron will be included or excluded in
the transcripts of a gene of a certain cell type is influenced by the
information contained in the sequence of the exon and the
flanking intronic region. This includes sequences that indicate
exon–intron boundaries, binding sites for essential splicing
factors, and binding sites for splicing enhancer and splicing
silencer sequences. Often the sequences are very degenerate and⁎ Corresponding author. Fax: +49 221 470 1630.
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doi:10.1016/j.ygeno.2007.01.001bear little similarity to a consensus sequence. This makes
bioinformatic analysis of splicing very challenging. In addition,
it is commonly accepted that no single factor determines
whether an exon will be spliced into a transcript. Instead, it is
perhaps a combined effect of various factors including cis-
acting sequences and trans-acting splicing factors.
Early approaches for large-scale detection of alternative
splicing were based on observed transcripts. The search for
instances of alternative splicing was performed by the
alignment of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) to the genome
and to other ESTs or cDNAs [11]. Other studies have relied on
specifically generated microarrays for the detection of alter-
native splicing [9,12]. However, since these methods produce
only a snapshot of the tissue that is sampled at a certain time and
under certain conditions, many alternative events may still
remain undiscovered. Therefore innovative, non-EST-based
approaches are required to detect these events and to complete
the knowledge about the transcriptome.
Recent studies have focused on comparative genomics, since
functional parts of the DNA tend to be conserved between
species [13–15]. Sorek et al. described a non-EST-based
method that uses characteristic features of alternative exons to
Fig. 1. Schematic representations of patterns of alternative splicing. Constitutive exons are shown in white and alternatively spliced exons in gray. SIR: simple intron
retention; SCE: simple cassette exon.
Fig. 2. (a) Length distribution of cassette and constitutively spliced exons. (b)
Length distribution of retained and constitutively spliced introns. Note that the
length of constitutive introns has an extreme heavy-tailed distribution.
472 I. Vukusic et al. / Genomics 89 (2007) 471–479distinguish between constitutive and cassette exons [16]. In
addition to the length of an exon and avoidance of reading frame
disruption, an important feature employed by these authors was
a high sequence conservation of alternative exons and their
flanking intronic regions in human–mouse orthologs [17]. The
prediction accuracy could be raised by including additional
features (e.g., different trimer counts and the composition of the
splice sites) and by using a machine learning approach based on
support vector machines (SVMs) [18]. In 2005 Rätsch and
colleagues designed an SVM kernel with position-specific
motifs to classify alternative exons in Caenorhabditis elegans.
This approach does not require any information of the
conservation level [19]. Yeo et al. [20] have developed a
statistical machine learning algorithm, named ACEScan, that is
based on regularized least-squares classification. ACEScan
distinguishes exons with evolutionarily conserved alternative
splicing from constitutively spliced or lineage-specific-spliced
exons [21]. This approach uses features similar to the ones
employed by Sorek et al., for instance, conservation level, splice
site scores, exon and intron lengths, and oligonucleotide
composition. Ohler et al. [22] have developed an algorithm
that uses a pair hidden Markov model on orthologous human–
mouse introns. This approach is applied to detect alternative
exons that were completely missed in current gene annotations.
A method proposed by Hiller et al. [23] does not depend on the
existence of orthologous sequences. They use information from
protein domain families (Pfam) to predict exon skipping and
intron retention events. In this study, we have used genetic
programming (GP), a machine learning approach, to generate
classifiers of cassette exons and retained introns.
Results and discussion
Sequence features
Exon length is known to be one distinguishing feature for
alternatively and constitutively spliced exons: alternative exons
are usually shorter [8]. Fig. 2 shows the length distributions from
our data set of cassette and constitutively spliced exons. The
average length of simple cassette exons (SCE) is 139 bp. This
value is 8% smaller than the average length of constitutivelyspliced exons (151 bp). The maximal length of a constitutively
spliced exon is 7572 bp; in contrast the largest SCE has a length
of 3726 bp. Both length distributions are qualitatively very
similar. However, the SCE length distribution is shifted to
smaller values. This difference is statistically significant (two-
tailed t test, p=0.0001). A much larger difference was observed
in the data set of constitutively spliced and simple retained
introns (SIRs) (Fig. 2). The average length of introns of the
constitutive data set is 6367 bp; 68% of the introns are longer
than 1 kb. In contrast, the average length of retained introns is
Table 1
Results of GP runs after a five-way cross-validation in program and team mode
Best program mode Best team mode
Halt Hconst Halt Hconst
SIR introns 92.1 79.2 92.1 80.1
SCE exons 47.3 70.9 50.4 68.1
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length of an SIR in our data set is 19,141 bp; the maximal length
of a constitutively spliced intron is 261,303 bp.
Supplementary Fig. S1 displays differences in the nucleotide
compositions. Alternatively spliced exons (Fig. S1a) show a
reduction in the frequency of adenine and thymine and an
increase in the amount of cytosine and guanine. The same trend,
but much more pronounced, holds for alternatively retained
introns (Fig. S1b).
To determine the presence and amount of putative exonic
splicing enhancer (ESE) and silencer (ESS) elements we used
the list of ESE and ESS octamers from Zhang and Chasin [24]
and a modified version of the scanning program described by
Grellscheid and Smith [25a]. Fig. 3 shows the score distribution
of enhancer and silencer motifs in (Fig. 3a) SCE exons vs
constitutive exons and (Fig. 3b) SIR introns vs constitutive
introns. As expected for exons, they show a greater amount of
ESEs and a clear trend of ESS depletion; no ESSs are found in
45% of cassette exons and in 37% of the constitutive exons (Fig.
3a). The constitutive introns show the opposite trend and
contain fewer enhancer and more silencer motifs. The score
distributions for retained introns (gray curves in Fig. 3b)
resemble the score distributions of exons (gray and black curves
in Fig. 3a), indicating that SIRs appear to harbor “exon
properties.” In contrast to exons, there is a clear distinction
between the splicing silencer score distributions of SIR and
constitutive introns (solid curves in Fig. 3b).
More generally we find that sequence composition features
show more pronounced differences between alternative and
constitutive splicing in the retained intron set than in the cassette
exon set. A complete list of all 36 features that have been
included in the GP feature matrix is given in Table 2.
Prediction accuracies
To perform a five-way cross-validation (see Materials and
methods) we divided the data set into five different parts.Fig. 3. Normalized score distribution of exonic enhancer (dotted) and silencer
(solid) motifs in (a) cassette exons and (b) retained introns.Four of them were used as the training set and one was set
aside as an “applied set” for testing the classifier. This
procedure was repeated five times, each time setting a
different part aside. Table 1 shows the average hit rates for
the five different runs achieved on the applied data set.
Retained introns can be correctly classified by the best
programs with an average hit rate (Halt, i.e., average
sensitivity) of 92.1%. The average hit rate for constitutively
spliced (Hconst, i.e., average specificity) introns is 79.2%.
Note also that on the intron retention data set the individually
best program (“best program,” see Materials and methods)
exceeds the prediction accuracies of the best set of programs
(“best team,” see Materials and methods). The prediction
accuracies of the classifiers on the SCE data set are lower
compared to the results by Sorek et al. [16]. They reported an
average specificity of 99.72% (compared to 70.3%) and could
recently raise their average sensitivity from 32.3% [16] to an
average sensitivity of 50% [18] by including additional
features (e.g., different triplet frequencies and the composition
of splice sites) and by using an SVM learning approach. In
contrast, the GP system on our SCE data set yielded an
average sensitivity of 47.3% and an average specificity of
70.9%. This discrepancy in performance is at least partially
explained by the fact that Dror et al. include the conservation
level between human and mouse orthologs as a feature;
furthermore, their data set includes only highly conserved
genes and is therefore different from the data set analyzed in
this article.
Best features
During cross-validation we have collected and analyzed the
five input impact tables (see Materials and methods) resulting
from each GP run. Fig. 4 shows the frequencies of each feature
after summation of the input impact tables. A feature-usage
frequency value of 5 for a certain feature means that in all five
GP runs, the 30 top ranking programs (of about 100 million
programs in each GP run) contained this feature. The most
frequently used features of the SCE data are number of adenines
(feature-usage frequency 5.0), frequency of the trinucleotide
GGG (feature-usage frequency 2.1), and number of cytosines
(frequency 1.5). Although every single run starts with a new
population of randomly generated programs, a pattern similar to
the one shown in Fig. 4 occurred in all runs performed during
cross-validation.
For the classification of retained introns, the GP system uses
a different class of features (Fig. 4, bottom). Instead of counting
the A’s, it uses most frequently the information provided by
silencer motif scores (frequency value 4.1), followed by number
Fig. 4. Feature frequencies. We grouped features into four classes: (a) oligomers, (b) diverse numerical and Boolean features (e.g., length, divisibility of length by 3, see
Table 2), (c) branch point analysis, and (d) sequence signals, e.g., presence of exonic splicing enhancers.
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(frequency value 0.89). All other features remain below these
frequency values.
Best programs
Fig. 5 shows two of the best classifiers on the cassette exon
(Fig. 5a) and intron retention data (Fig. 5b), after the removal
of nonsense instructions (called “introns” in GP terminology).
To build a classifier of cassette exons, “v[3]” and “v[23]”
(input vectors 3 and 23), corresponding to features 4 and 24
(the numbers of adenines and GGGs), are required. In the
example shown in Fig. 5b the required features to distinguish
retained introns are the number of GC dinucleotides divided
by intron length (feature 23) and the scores for exonic splicingsilencers (feature 34). The programs are read from top to
bottom and the result is compared to the threshold value. If the
result is below 0.5 the classifier’s output is “constitutive,”
otherwise it is “alternative.”
Improving hit rates on a more restrictive data set
To evaluate our strategy more critically, we have used the
supplementary data set from Sorek et al. [16] to test our
approach. We took their 453 cassette exons as positive examples
(class I) for the training set. As negative examples (class 0) we
took the constitutively spliced exons from the postprocessed
AltSplice data set (see Materials and methods) and required that
the exon length was divisible by 3 (resulting in 10,774 exons)
such that the data were in this respect compatible with the data
Fig. 5. Best classifier (a) on cassette exon data and (b) on intron retention data. In both examples, f[0] contains a float variable to which an algebraic operation is applied
in each line. The output depends on the final value of f[0]. If it exceeds the threshold 0.5 the output is 1, otherwise 0.
475I. Vukusic et al. / Genomics 89 (2007) 471–479set from Sorek et al. Training of the GP system requires an
attribution of weights to class 0 and class I hits to account for the
grossly different sizes of class 0 and class I data sets.
As test data set we considered 309 exons with missing EST
support but which were predicted as alternative by Sorek et al.
We then performed two different experiments. The goal of the
first experiment was to analyze the set of 309 exons under
conditions of high specificity. Parameters of the GP system
were therefore adjusted to find constitutively spliced exons
rather than SCEs. This required us to increase the weight for
class 0 hits. After training, on average only 50.6% of SCEs
were classified correctly, but the correct detection rate of
constitutive exons increased to 87.6% (i.e., higher specificity).
Under these conditions, the top ranking features were “length
of exon” with a feature-usage frequency value of 3.0 and
“number of adenines” with a frequency value of 2.2. All other
features remained below a frequency value of 1.0. Applying
the classifiers to the set of 309 exons, classified as alternative
by Sorek et al., only 32.5% of them, 18% less than expected,
were classified as alternative by the GP system.
In the second experiment parameters were adjusted to raise
the sensitivity, in a trade-off for specificity. After training,
average sensitivity was 76.2% and average specificity was
53.5%. The top ranking feature was now “frequency of the
tetranucleotide TGGA” with a frequency value of 3.0. The
frequency value of all other features remained below 1.0.
Applying the classifiers to the set of 309 exons, 65.5% of
them were classified as alternative, almost 11% less than
expected. As a conclusion of these two experiments, we note
that the classification of the 309 “new” alternative exons by
Sorek et al. [16] differs from the results of our analysis, in
which roughly 35% of them are classified as constitutive.
Taking into account that the GP system on average misses
24% of the true alternative exons, the question remains
whether the 11% supposedly misclassified exons are truly
alternative exons. It will be interesting to investigate the
reason for this discrepancy in more detail once sufficient EST
data become available. We observed for each of the two
experiments a similar pattern of feature usage in the different
GP runs. However, as the task changed in the second expe-
riment, the pattern of feature usage also changed compared to
the first experiment.
It is interesting to note that GP can be used for the
identification and selection of important features not only for
cassette exons and intron retention splice variants but also forall other splice variants that have not been considered in this
work.
Testing the robustness of the retained intron data set, based on
experimentally validated data
Some cases of intron retention may be artifacts and the
results of only partially completed splicing. It is hard to gather
experimental evidence for such cases. To ensure that the
prediction accuracies presented on the SIR data are not
confounded by artifactual effects of the AltSplice data set, we
tested the GP system on 17 conserved introns embedded in
coding sequence and known to be alternatively retained [22].
For training, we used the AltSplice data set of 2456 SIR introns
and the same number of constitutively spliced introns, randomly
selected from the data set of 21,677 constitutive introns. This
step was repeated 10 times resulting in 10 different training sets.
The separation into two data sets of the same size eliminates the
necessity of differential weighting of the data sets.
In 7 of the 10 experiments all 17 retained introns were
classified correctly; only three times was 1 intron misclassified,
resulting in a hit rate of 98.2%. The best team (see Materials and
methods) solution performed even better: only 1 intron was
misclassified, resulting in a hit rate of 99.4%. Both results on
experimental data are far above the average hit rate on AltSplice
data (92.1%, see Table 1), indicating that the system performs
well despite the fuzziness of the data.
Materials and methods
Data set
Data for this study were derived from the AltSplice collection of human
alternative transcripts, which had been inferred from spliced alignments of ESTs
and cDNA sequences with the human genome [11]. We used version “Pre-
Release 2” of AltSplice and extracted 9641 SCEs, 2712 SIRs, 27,519
constitutive full-length exons, and 33,316 flanking, but nonredundant, introns.
A detailed overview of the challenges of extracting the data from AltSplice can
be found in [26]. SCEs are exons that are either skipped or not, and their flanking
exons have no alternative 3′ or 5′ splice sites. Since we also take intronic signals
into account when generating the feature matrix for exon classification, we
selected from the above list of exons only those internal exons for which both
flanking introns were available. This resulted in a list of 7323 SCEs and 27,224
constitutive exons together with their flanking introns. Of the 2712 SIR introns
only 2567 could be perfectly matched to the human genome release hg17.
The exon and intron files have a standardized structure. The header is
composed of the Ensembl gene identifier, information on sequence type (exon
or intron), and the start and end positions within the gene, followed by the
476 I. Vukusic et al. / Genomics 89 (2007) 471–479sequence. The collected files can be downloaded from http://justus.genetik.
uni-koeln.de:8200/people/ivana/supplement/data.
Genetic programming and the GP system Discipulus
Since the 1950s, researchers have worked on programming strategies that
enable computers to solve a problem using a dynamic learning process
instead of a static algorithm. Machine learning is a generic term for the
research in artificial systems (or computer algorithms) that improve by
“experience” automatically and independent of a static program [27]. There
are two major categories of learning, supervised and unsupervised. In
supervised learning, the system is trained on data for which the correct
classifications/outcomes are already known, such as for experimentally
validated splice variants. This knowledge is provided to the system as part of
the input. The system generates an output that can be a continuous value (in
regression problems) or a class label of the input object (in classification
problems). The difference between the generated output and the correct result
is used to measure how well the system approximates the function underlying
the original data. The system makes the necessary adjustments to improve the
quality of its responses (feedback learning). The goal is to generalize from the
presented data to unknown data with preferably high hit rates, i.e., correct
classifications.
However, in many problems the correct result is simply not known. For
example, it is hard or may even be impossible to establish the absence of
alternative splicing from a given gene. Unsupervised learning systems are
trained without a priori labeling of the training data. Therefore patterns are
clustered based on their similarity.
A detailed overview on machine learning can be found in the textbook by
Mitchell [28].
Genetic programming is a subdiscipline of machine learning, which was
developed and popularized at the beginning of the 1990s by Koza [29]. Basic
ideas of genetic programming are inspired by the paradigm of Darwinian
evolution. New programs are “bred” from a population of existing programs and
subject to selection, mutation, and recombination [30]. Below, we give a short
summary of some fundamental principles of genetic programming.
Basic units in GP
An example of a “GP individual” is shown in Fig. 6a. Each individual in
GP is composed of functions and terminals, which are the basic units. Both
are referred to as “nodes” of the system and are required to fulfill the closure
and sufficiency properties (i.e., all functions must accept all kinds of dataFig. 6. Components of a genetic programming system. Program structures [(a)
tree individual and (b) individual with linear program] and genetic operators [(c)
mutation and (d) crossover] are diagrammed.types and values as function arguments). The terminal set (leaf nodes) is
composed of the inputs to the GP system (also called “features”), constants,
and zero-argument functions. In Fig. 6a the terminals are 3, a, and b. The
function set (inner nodes) processes the values obtained from their child
nodes. Function nodes comprise statements, operators, and available
functions, for instance, the summation “+” and multiplication node “mul”
in Fig. 6a. Alternatively, but equivalently, a GP individual may have a linear
structure. An example is shown in Fig. 6b. Each of the lines in the linear GP
individual is called an “instruction block.” f[0] in the example is a temporary
computation variable. The number 1.530095 is a constant and “f” at the end
of a constant marks a “float” value. v[0] is a variable or an array to store
values read from an input data file, for instance, from the “feature matrix,”
defined below. Columns of the data file are labeled v[0], v[1], and so forth.
We call the first column feature 1, the second column feature 2, and so on.
The terminal set in the example is composed of f[0], 1.530095f, and v[0]. The
instructions “+” and “−” belong to the functional set. The line labels (e.g.,
“L0”) are not part of the program. They serve only for easier legibility. A
program is executed from top to bottom. At the end, when the program has
finished, f[0] has a certain value. The output of a classifier depends on the
final value stored in f[0]. To make a decision, f[0] is compared to a fixed
threshold value. If f[0] exceeds the threshold value, the final output is 1,
otherwise it is 0. In our case the output 0 means a classification of a certain
exon as “constitutive.”
Program structures
Each individual may have a different size, shape, and structure. A
population of GP programs can be represented by three basic program
structures: tree (Fig. 6a), linear (Fig. 6b), and graph structure (not shown). The
most commonly used structure is the tree-based GP. The calculation proceeds
after determination of an execution order (i.e., prefix/postfix order). Therefore,
the input order has an important effect on the results. In contrast to tree
structure, the linear program is simply a series of instructions executed from
top to bottom. Implementation and memory management of a linear genome is
usually performed by a register machine: operations manipulate variables
(registers) and constants and assign the result to a destination register. Single
operations can be skipped by preceding conditional branches. The advantage of
a register machine implementation is that computers contain a CPU that has
memory registers operated upon by linear strings of instructions. Because a
register machine makes direct use of the basic architecture of the computer it is
the fastest representation of a GP system.
Genetic operators
The individuals of the first population usually have low fitness (explained
below). To increase fitness by evolution three principal genetic operators are
used to transform the programs: mutation, crossover, and selection.
Mutation
Mutation causes a random change in a program that has been chosen to
undergo genetic operators. In tree structure GP one node is selected randomly
for mutation and the subtree is then replaced by a randomly generated subtree
(Fig. 6c). The mutated individual is put back into the population. In linear
structure GP, terminals, instructions and instruction blocks can be chosen for
mutation and are then replaced by randomly chosen terminals from the terminal
set, instructions of the function set, or, in the case of instruction blocks, new
randomly generated instruction blocks.
Crossover
Crossover combines genetic information of two programs by swapping a
part of the first program with a part of the second program. In tree GP a
random subtree in each parent is selected and then replaced by the subtree of
the other parent (Fig. 6d). In linear GP the crossover operator occurs between
instruction blocks and can be homologous or nonhomologous. Homologous
crossover resembles natural genetic crossover when homologous alleles are
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block of one parent are chosen randomly and swapped with the instruction
block of the other parent, at the same position and same length. In non-
homologous crossover, positions and lengths of the instruction blocks may
vary between two programs.
Reproduction
At the stage of reproduction, one individual is chosen and copied into the
population without modification, resulting in two identical programs in the same
population.
Selection
In binary classification problems the fitness value of each program can be
measured by the number of correctly classified instances of the learning set.
Various methods such as fitness-proportional selection, ranking selection, and
tournament selection are employed to select an individual for application of
genetic operators. Tournament selection is a preferred method due to the fact that
it does not require centralized fitness comparisons between all individuals of aTable 2
List of features contained in feature matrix for exon and intron classification
Feature Description Comment
1 Exon length in bp
2 Exon length modulo 3
3 Is length divisible by 3?
4–7 Number of A, C, G, T nucleotides
8 Free energy Uses program
structures in
9 Donor splice site strength Extract nucle
position weig
10 Acceptor splice site strength Position weig
11 Size of AG exclusion zone (AGEZ) Size of the re
dinucleotides
upstream of
12 Branch point candidate





13 BP-C position Distance to 3
14 PPT-C score in AGEZ Polypyrimidi
can be found
15 PPT-C position Distance to 3
16 PPT-C length in AGEZ
17 BP-C score In 100-bp reg
18 BP-C position Distance to 3
19 PPT-C score In 100-bp reg
20 PPT-C position Distance to 3
21 PPT-C length In 100-bp reg
22 GC regions Amount of G
23 GC sequences divided by length
24 GGG sequences Amount of G
25 GGG sequences divided by length
26 TGGA sequences Amount of T
27 TGGA sequences divided by length
28 TGCATG sequences Measured in
29 TGCATG sequences divided by length
30 Sum over 5 best exonic splicing enhancers Features 29–
31 Feature 29 divided by length
32 Exonic splicing enhancer score Based on oct
33 Feature 32 divided by length
34 Exonic splicing silencer score Based on oct
35 Feature 34 divided by length
36 Output feature 0 if exon is cgeneration; instead a subset of the population is included at random into a
selection competition. The winners are subject to genetic operations, while the
losers are removed from the population. This method has the advantage of
accelerating the process of evolution of the program and the possibility of using
more than one selection algorithm in parallel.
Process of evolution
There are two different ways to perform a GP run: a generational approach
and a steady-state approach. In generational GP, an entire new population is
generated on the basis of the old generation in only one cycle. The next cycle
(and all following) starts with a complete replacement of the old generation by
the new one. In steady-state GP there are no generations; instead there is a
continuous flow of individuals. A steady-state GP approach is illustrated in
Supplemental Fig. S2. Although the specifications may vary in different GP
algorithms, the fundamental steps are initialization, evaluation, selection, and
breeding.
1. Initialization: The first step is initialization of a population of randomly
generated programs that contain individuals that can be assembled with





RNAfold [33] to predict minimum energy secondary
regions 100 bp upstream of 3′ splice site
Integer
otide positions –3 to +6 at 5′ splice sites and build a
ht matrix from the constitutive sequences
Float
ht matrix for positions –14 to +1 for 3′ splice sites Float
gion, upstream of the acceptor, that is void of AG
, ignoring any AGs within the first 12-mer immediately
the acceptor [25b]
Integer
ht matrix for the consensus human branch point sequence
” [34]. The BP-C is defined by the maximum positive score
. If no BP can be found in the AGEZ than this and the
ture are set to 0.
Float
′ splice site in AGEZ Integer
ne tract score. See Thanaraj and colleagues [8]. If no PPT-C
than this and the following two features are set to 0.
Float
′ splice site in AGEZ Integer
Integer
ion upstream of 3′ splice site Float
′ splice site in 100-bp upstream region Integer
ion upstream of 3′ splice site Float
′ splice site in 100-bp upstream region Integer
ion upstream of 3′ splice site Integer
C dinucleotides Integer
Float
GG trinucleotides [35] Integer
Float
GGA sequences [36] Integer
Float
upstream introns [37–39] Integer
Float
35 are exonic splicing enhancer described in Blencowe [40] Integer
Float
amers investigated by Zhang and Chasin [24] Float
Float
amers investigated by Zhang and Chasin [24] Float
Float
lassified as constitutive, 1 if it is classified as alternative Boolean
478 I. Vukusic et al. / Genomics 89 (2007) 471–4792. Selection and evaluation: A subset (usually four programs) of the
population is chosen for tournament. The fitness of each competitor is evaluated.
Based on their fitness, they are subdivided into winners (usually two) and losers.
The winners are selected for breeding.
3. Breeding: Genetic operators are applied to the winners of the tournament,
forming the offspring. Losers of the tournament are replaced by the offspring.
Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until a termination criterion is reached. The best
individual in the population is chosen as the output from the algorithm.
For our study we used the GP system Discipulus, a supervised learning
system [31]. As an additional output Discipulus reports the information of
how often each feature was used among the 30 best programs, in a so-called
“input-impact” table. This table can be used to reveal the “best features” for a
certain classification problem. To improve the results of a classification
problem, in addition to the “best program mode,” there is a “best team mode.”
A team is formed by an uneven number of up to 9 programs, of which every
program has one vote (for instance, 1 for alternative and 0 for constitutive
splicing). The majority determines the outcome. The higher the agreement
level of the programs, the higher is the probability of a correct classification.
A comparison of the results of best program and best team modes is shown in
Table 1.
Genetic parameters
The GP runs described under Results were performed by using the standard
Discipulus parameters (see Supplemental Table S1). In addition, we tested
whether results could be improved by varying the genetic parameters. To render
the results from these experiments comparable with each other, for each GP run
the “maximum number of runs” was set to 100. We varied mutation rate,
crossover rate, and crossover type one at a time. We found that an increase in the
crossover rate resulted in an increase in the run time, without, however, an
increase in accuracy. Decreasing the mutation rate led to a decrease in the hit
rate. Lowering the rate of homologous crossover, which implies an increased
rate of disruptive nonhomologous crossover, leads to a “code bloat” due to an
accumulation of nonsense instructions (“introns”) in the programs. This results
in longer programs with worse performance (a more detailed analysis of the
different crossover modes can be found in [32]).
Feature matrix
The feature matrix is a method of describing properties of an exon to the GP
system. Instead of presenting the GP with sequence information, this
information is digested into various features such as exon length and di- and
trinucleotide counts. It presents relevant information about an exon or an intron
in a numerical format, which is used by the GP system as input. To select
features, which were then tested in alternative and constitutive splicing data sets,
we used available results from various alternative splicing systems as described
in [26]. The collected list contained 36 features of type Boolean, integer, or float.
Integer features describe the distance in base pairs of a certain motif from
another motif and the length or number of occurrences of a motif. Features of
type float are scores—for instance of splice sites, of the branch point motif, and
of exonic splicing enhancers and silencers and the relative frequency of
nucleotides within a certain motif. The feature matrix for exon and intron
classification is given in Table 2.
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